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Re: [FAS] Author proofreading request

From: Yeonwook Kim (yeonwook.kim@gmail.com)

To: spjong07@yahoo.com

Cc: guhmok@guhmok.com

Date: Tuesday, June 7, 2022, 08:20 AM GMT+8

Dear Dr. Silvester B. Pratasik,

Guhmok is engaged in printing-related business, and for exact inquiries, please contact kosfas@kosfas.or.kr.
Currently, as shown below, we understand that there is no APC outside of Korea.
https://www.e-fas.org/author/charge

Thank you.

Best regards,
Yeonwook

 거목문화사/거목인포 (Guhmok Publishing Co./ Guhmok Info)
  김연욱 과장 (Yeonwook Kim, Manager) 
  Mobile : +82-10-7166-3137  |  Tel : +82-70-5225-4750  |  Fax : +82-2-2277-3390
  Homepage : http://www.guhmok.com  |   E-mail : yeonwook.kim@gmail.com
   #609, Jungang-Deco Plaza, 148, Eulgiro, Jung-gu, Seoul 04549, South Korea.
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---------- Forwarded message ---------
보낸사람: Yahoo <spjong07@yahoo.com>
Date: 2022년 6월 4일 (토) 오후 9:25
Subject: Re: [FAS] Author proofreading request
To: 거목문화사 <guhmok@guhmok.com>
 
 
Dear Sir,
I have gone through the E-mail message and PDF's memo. I would greatly appreciate all your corrections.
Therefore, I herewith send you some notes (PDF's file) in order to improve the article. I also would like to ask
about the billing and how to make the payment so that it can be done shortly. If there is any problem, please do
not hesitate to contact me. Thank you
 
Wishes,
Silvester B. Pratasik  
 
On Thursday, June 2, 2022, 09:24:50 AM GMT+8, 거목문화사 <guhmok@guhmok.com> wrote:
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Hello. Nice to meet you.
We are a Guhmok publishing company that is editing and proofreading FAS (Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences).
 
This month, FAS will be published.
 
Please, check the attached file (PDF).
Please refer to the pdf that has been marked for correction, and please indicate what you want to edit in the final
edited pdf.
If you want change anything, you can change through E-mail message and PDF's memo.
 
Please, let me know easily and accurately.
For example, let me know about accurate page, figure number and table number.
 
The basic poorfreading principle is as follows.
1. Please take a close look at the revised part and be sure to mention the part we made the wrong correction.
2. We have found the references one by one and modified them in accordance with the regulations.
 - Please confirm the revision, and if there is anything that needs to be changed, please reply by e-mail.
 - In the case of reports, old books, etc., it is difficult to confirm the accuracy of the references on the internet. So,
author must confirm.
 - If you have not checked the original text and used it as a reference, please consider the changes.
 - There are many cases in which references are copied and used in other papers, and references are made to
incorrect or missing references.
 - When copying a reference section of another article, many references are cited with incorrect or missing
references.
3. We have edited all papers in accordance with the editorial committee guidelines, which can not be changed
until approval by the editorial committee.
 - We used a single space in front of every unit mark, but there is no space in front of the %, °, and ℃ marks.
Etc…
4. If the abbreviated words are first appeared, please write the full name and abbreviate it afterwards.
5. The abbreviation used in the table should be given to the full name at the bottom so that you can see it
separately from the main text.
6. All author's department, institution (university), city and country are required.
7. The memos in PDF file are an important part, so check carefully.
 
Please reply by June 7, 2022, 10:00 am.
 
*If there are two corresponding authors, please send the revised contents into one file.
 
If there are no edits, please reply with the message that you do not need to make any changes.
 
Thank you for your cooperation.
 
 
Best regards,
Guhmok Publising
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